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THE PREMISE 

A merchant, Rolland, and his daughter, Liza, have been kidnapped by the Blistered Bunch, a 

band of despicable raiders, and are being held hostage in an Ancient Earth firearms factory. The 

village of Dead End and its people, The Fringers, are unable to come up with enough ceramic 

coins to buy them back; knowing this is a death sentence for Rolland and Liza, Dead End’s 

leader, the charismatic robot, Geordi, has hired a band of heroes to retrieve their people. 

 

The Blistered Bunch burns themselves with hot pokers to show devotion to their leader, Red-hot 

Sally.  Red-hot Sally uses wrist mounted flame throwers and the Vicious Whip of Subjugation to 

keep her band in line. 

 

What the Blistered Bunch, Red-hot Sally, and the heroes don’t know is a large cache of treasure 

has been hidden in the firearms factory just waiting to be discovered… 

 

NOTEABLE LOCATIONS 

Dead End: This village is home to The Fringers and rests outside the remains of a small lake.  

Boats like buried in mud or pierced by rocks, and some are even strangely fused together. 

 

Blistered Bunch Hideout: Ancient Earth firearms factory which has become the stronghold for 

the Blistered Bunch and their leader, Red-hot Sally. 

 

NOTEABLE ENEMIES FROM BARBARIANS OF THE RUINED EARTH  

Raider (1 HD, Barbarians, pg 129) 

Flaming Raider (Barbarians, pg 130) 

 

IMPORTANT NPCS 

 

Geordi  

• Gold and silver metal body.  Several dings, dents and scratches tell a story of adventure. 

• A bit prissy. 

• Wants to protect Dead End as best as possible. 

 

Rolland 

• Grizzled beard and big flat nose. 

• Eyes shine and smile. 

• Wants to give a fair deal for goods and make a living. 

 



Liza 

• Tanned skin.  Calloused hands. A young person carrying an old person’s burden. 

• Muscular with sandy hair. 

• Works in the fields and volunteers to stand guard at night in Dead End often. 

 

Red-hot Sally 

• Shaved head except bangs with are bright orange. 

• The heat from her flamethrowers doesn’t match the heat of her fury. 

• Wants to expand the Blistered Bunches territory but needs coins and gear. 

 

Vaughn the Vek  

• Scales of green, blue, and yellow peak out from a white, red, and brown plumage. 

• Inquisitive.  Fascinated by Stupendous Science, especially laser weaponry. 

• Has a cybernetic eye that can see hidden doors and passages (make a Luck roll). 

 

THE VILLAGE MAP 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BLISTERED BUNCH HIDEOUT MAP 

This adventure does not use a traditional map, instead using a flow chart.  The action of 

Barbarians of the Ruined Earth is inspired Saturday morning cartoons VS the realism of 

exploring every room, nook and cranny (however groups that want to do so should totally do 

what makes em happy!).   

 

There are seven areas in this map: Outside, The Basement, First Floor, Warehouse, Machine 

Room, Second Floor, and The Den.  Each area is given 3 bullet points to describe the feel and 

what is going on in that area and potentially a few other things.  There are no “rooms” like a 

normal dungeon, instead there is a chart to roll on to generate what is in that area on the fly.     

 

 

Map Key 

• Standard paths are represented by ORANGE line.  These paths are the “easiest” 

approach to something.  Random encounters (if necessary) are a 1-in-6 chance.  

• Secret paths are represented by a LIGHT BLUE line.  The characters must actively be 

looking to discover them.  When taking their time, roll for a random encounter (1-in-6 

chance). 

• Active paths are represented by a BRIGHT BLUE line.  Stumbling across 

guards/sentries, traps, etc. are all common.  Random encounters (if necessary) are 2-in-6 

chance.  There should always be something adverse/blocking the groups path. 

• Hard paths are represented by a GREEN line.  These paths require equipment, planning, 

or some ability rolls (climbing up a building, walking across tightrope, etc.).  There is a 

chance these paths are known and trapped. 

• Traps are represented by a RED “T”.  Traps are handled per normal rules outlined in 

Barbarians of the Ruined Earth, pp. 16-17. 

 

 

 



OUTSIDE 

• Rusted out two-story factory.  Several dilapidated cars fill the remains of the parking lot.   

• Ramshackle fences with spikes, skulls, rusted barbwire and all the cliché raider stuff 

proudly displayed. 

• Whoops and laughs of raiders can be heard. 

 

Looking Around Outside (roll 1d4 once): 

1. Come across a hireling named “Juice” (treat as trained mercenary, Barbarians, pg 63).  

Has cybernetic legs.  Will join if paid.   

2. Two raiders are outside with gas masks laying down “Stinky Mines” and giggling about 

it.  Roll DEX to see if raiders detect the group. 

3. Piles of refuse and rusted scrap litter the outside in disgusting mounds.  Group has 

Advantage on tests to hide in these things. 

4. An old rusted out car rests alone.  Inside under the seat is: a Molotov cocktail (1d6 fire 

damage until extinguished or 6 rounds have passed), a pack of Ancient Earth bubble gum, 

a batter pack for a laser pistol (UD 1d6), and a bottle of cheap booze. 

 

Getting into the Building: 

•  The front door is guarded by two raiders.  They will alert the entire factory to intrusion if 

they spot the group.   

• A hidden door leading into the basement.  Trapped with bells to alert guards outside (1 

HD trap, Barbarians, pg 16).  

• A balcony on the second floor- guarded by Raider with a jury-rigged laser rifle (1d6 UD, 

critical failure, laser rifle blows up, dealing damage to wielder).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BASEMENT 

• Smells of mold, garbage, and cheap distilled booze (always 2d6 bottles to be found). 

• Several corners hold makeshift beds where raiders crash. 

• Crude graffiti on the walls. 

 

Looking Around the Basement (roll 1d6 twice): 

1. Smelly pile of rags and waste tossed lazily in the corner.  Have a player make a Luck roll.  

If it favors them, there is a jury-rigged energy shield.  When activated it will absorb the 

damage of a single attack before shorting out and becoming useless and broken.   

2. A pile of random gun parts.  Roll 1d12- this is the amount of scrap a robot can find to 

make a Robot Repair Kit.  There is also a 1d3 centi-rats lurking in the pile (1HD, 1 RP, 

poison bite- CON save or 1 additional point of damage). 

3. A small cabinet that is locked with a rusty padlock.  Inside is (roll 1d4): 1) Ancient Earth 

cleaning chemicals; 2) A bunch of garbage that has been piled in there like a child packs 

their closet when cleaning; 3) A set of beer can armor (light, 1 RP), a machete (metal), 

and a club; 4) Vial of acid (x2, UD d4), a smoke bomb (UD d4), and a scraggly well-used 

mop. 

4. A room for raiders to crash in.  There is always 1d4 raiders in the room. 

5. A toilet that has been transformed into a torture device.  Several hooks, levers, and sharp 

blades have been added.   

6. A small cell.  Inside are the desiccated remains of a mountain lion beastman.  A Death 

Priest can speak to the spirt.  Name was Vur.   

 

They Also Find: 

• Secret Treasure Trove: The group must spend time looking (roll 1d6, on a 1-2, 1d3 

raiders come across the group.  Before the Blistered Bunch made this their home, a 

fledgling Sorcerer hid a stockpile of goods for a future need, but they died (too bad): The 

group finds: Jaw cybernetic piece (Barbarians, pg 78), The Hellfire Magic Orb of the 

Sorcerer Zul’uth (Barbarians, pg 69) and 1,000 ceramic coins (GM chooses color- 

Barbarians, pg 20). 

• Locked in a room, chained to wall is Vaughn the Vek.  He was kidnapped and is being 

ransomed to his Collective.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FIRST FLOOR 

• Ancient Earth cubicles, mostly destroyed by fire, hammers, and steel-toed boots lie in 

heaps around the ground. 

• Raiders target practice on rodents, each other, and on objects.  The screams of the injured 

are constant.  There are always 2d4 Raiders and 1d3 Flaming Raiders present. 

• Logos and undying pledges to Red-hot Sally are graffitied on the walls. 

 

Looking Around the First Floor (roll 1d6 once/twice): 

1. Bookshelf with a small cage.  Inside is are two Explosive Hedgehogs (Barbarians, pg 

61), a tarnished pistol (barely functional), and a book on the history of Ancient Earth 

firearms (there is a hastily sketched map of a location to a burial complex nearby).   

2. A bathroom that has been transformed into a dirtier bathroom and sleeping area for 

raiders.  Hammocks hang from the ceiling.  There is always a Raider sleeping or chilling 

here. 

3. A boarded-up door.  Inside is a sentient slime puddle that has been living off rats (2 HD, 

2 RP, acid attack- ignores armor).  

4. Conference Room now gambling hall.  3d10+10 ceramic coins strewn about floor.  

Underneath table is a shotgun and a box of shells (UD d6). 

5. Large area that now serves as a racing track.  Raiders sit in a shopping cart while another 

pushes.  The rider drinks liquor and spews it out over a torch, trying to burn their 

opponents.  Whoever crosses the finish line (four laps) with the least burns wins (but do 

they really…?).  There is a race going on when the group finds this room.  Four 

“contestants” and 1d4 viewers. 

6. Room filled with rotting falling apart taxidermized animals.  Many have bullet holes, stab 

wounds, and/or burned.  A large grizzly bear has treasure stuffed into its mouth.  

 

They also find: 

• A small room with a bashed in Ancient Earth copy machine.  Heaps of goods from raids 

are here.  Mostly common items.  Make a Luck roll to find something unique and 

awesome (GM’s choice). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WAREHOUSE 

• Double doors barely resting on their hinges connects the warehouse to the first floor. 

• Large shelves, many knocked over and rusted, fill the room.  Busted crates and splintered 

wood clutter the floor.  There is A raider wearing the shell of a robot as armor (RP 2).  

Their wrist has a mounted homing missile launcher (Disadvantage to DEX tests to dodge, 

UD d4) and 1d2 normal raiders. 

• Smell of chemicals lingers in the air. 

 

Looking Around the Warehouse (roll 1d4 once): 

1. A crate with 2d6 Ancient Earth contraptions (broken- worth 30 ceramic coins each) 

2. A pile of random gun parts.  Roll 1d12- this is the amount of scrap a robot can find to 

make a Robot Repair Kit.   

3. Two Raiders are spray painting the wall and arguing (very eloquently) over the validity 

of street art vs impressionism. 

4. A small locked room (trapped, drops a firebomb on Nearby targets- 1d6 damage until 

extinguished or dead). Inside is (roll 1d4): 1) a huge store of delicious food; 2) a pile of 

1,000 ceramic coins; 3) A ladder leading right up to The Den; 4) An Ancient Earth 

computer server.  It is broken down but holds the location to another manufacturing plant 

(a Vek, Sorcerer, or Scavenger can attempt to repair it).  

 

They also find: 

• 1d4 shotguns, 1d3 pistols, 1d2 machine guns with enough ammo for each (UD d10).   

• A crossbow that fires arcs of electricity at targets (needs a battery to function, UD d6- 

target successfully hit CON save/Luck roll or stunned for 1 round).   

• Suit of armor made from crushed Ancient Earth beer cans (medium, 2 RP). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MACHINE ROOM 

• Door is trapped with a makeshift flamethrower.  DEX test to avoid (1 HD trap, 1d6 

damage). The smell of chemicals burns the nostrils.  All targets not wearing a gas mask 

or respirator must make a CON test or suffer 1d6 CON damage and are woozy, suffering 

Disadvantage to all rolls (recovers after being out of area for 1 hour). 

• 2d3 Raiders are mixing vats of chemicals to create accelerant for the Blistered Bunch’s 

Flame Throwers.  There is always 1 Flaming Raider in the room giggling excitedly. 

• Chains, graffiti, and unnecessary amounts of spikes and leather permeate the room. 

 

Looking Around the Machine Room (roll 1d4 once): 

1. A rack with some 1d4 spears and a pincer claw that finds over the wearer’s hand. 

2. A small office.  There are sheets of paper plastered on the wall- sweet innocent drawings. 

An adult coloring book and makeshift crayons lie on the desk. 

3. A rack where initiates are tied up and burned with hot pokers to show their loyalty to 

Red-hot Sally.  There is 1 initiate strapped to the rack currently.  1d2 raiders and 1 

Flaming Raider are burning them.   

4. Several barrels of gasoline for the few shoddy vehicles the Blistered Bunch has amassed.  

There is a broken-down car (15 HP, 1 RP) in the garage and a souped-up go cart (20 HP, 

armored and enclosed, 2 RP). 

 

They also find:  

• Work bench with bits of crudely made Stupendous Science devices. They are (roll 1d4): 

1) 1d3 Stinky Mines (CON test or sickened for 1d4 rounds, suffering Disadvantage to all 

rolls and 1 point of temporary CON damage); 2) 1d3 Cryo Grenades (fashioned from 

Ancient Earth beer cans- target suffers Class damage and is chilled for 1d4 rounds, only 

able to attack or move in a round); 3) A laser rifle (ammo 1d8 UD, ignores 1 point of 

armor); 4) A cloaking field (as Invisibility spell, Barbarians, pg 52, but each round used 

roll UD.  Battery required, starting 1d6 UD).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SECOND FLOOR 

• Filing cabinets have been cluttered on the second floor, forming a protective barrier, 

preventing intruders from bum-rushing The Den. 

• Burned skeletons are held together with pins and rods and mounted to the walls. 

• The pulse of music fills the halls, emanating from the big double doors at the end of the 

hall (The Den). 

 

Looking Around the Second Floor (roll 1d4 twice): 

1. A small office.  Inside is 1d4 sets of crudely made light leather armor (1 RP) and a small 

shield. 

2. A small office.  Inside is a wizened old man.  Slave of Red-hot Sally.  They call him “The 

Counter” as he’s good with numbers and knows all the Blistered Bunch’s inventory off 

the top of his head. 

3. A small office.  Inside is a heavy metal safe which is trapped with a poison dart (CON 

test or suffer permanent loss of 1 point of STR and CON).  If cracked there is 500 gold 

bits, ammo 1d8 UD x3, 1d6 Healing Salves, and 1d4 metal daggers.   

4. A breakroom filled with bits of food and supplies (rations x6 1d6 UD and waterskin x4 

1d6 UD).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE DEN 

• Large double doors- locked.  The pulsing of music emanating from with vibrates against 

the doors. 

• Filing cabinets fill the room, creating an obstacle course and making it difficult to move.   

• On a raised platform, Liza and Rolland sit chained, beaten and bloodied.  Two Raiders 

with pistols stand next to them. 

o The music stops when the group enters the room.  Red-hot Sally’s voice is heard 

in the room, but she is not seen. 

o There is always Red-hot Sally, two Raiders on the platform, one hidden behind a 

filing cabinet, and whatever is generated from Event in the Den below. 

 

Note: Let the group kick off their plan of attack/action, etc.  If they wait to long or you need to 

kick off the action, roll on the Event in the Den below. 

 

Event in The Den (roll 1d6 once): 

1. Red-hot Sally kicks over a metal filing cabinet on a character.  DEX test with 

Disadvantage or become pinned underneath (STR test on PC’s turn to get free).  She then 

fires off one of her wrist-mounted flame throwers at the group (DEX test for half 

damage).   

2. A raider jumps atop a filing cabinet and rides it like a bull to stab at the party.  DEX test 

with Advantage to avoid. 

3. Red-hot Sally appears behind the group (she was invisible using a Cloaking Device- as 

Invisible spell, Barbarians, pg 52, battery UD 1d4). And unleashes both wrist-mounted 

flamethrowers.  Roll damage with Advantage.  DEX test for half damage.  

4. Raider on platform accidentally shoots Rolland in the gut, dropping him to 0 HP.  He will 

be dead in 1d4+1 rounds.  Red-hot Sally tells the other Raider to “Shoot that clumsy 

idiot” who does so. 

5. Red-hot Sally kicks over a metal filing cabinet on a character.  DEX test with 

Disadvantage or become pinned underneath (STR test on PC’s turn to get free).  She then 

uses the Whip of Subjugation on a target to bring them under her control (if there is a 

Sorcerer in the group, she will go for them first). 

6. A tripped Stinky Mine lands in the center of the group (CON test or sickened for 1d4 

rounds, suffering Disadvantage to all rolls and 1 point of temporary CON damage).  Red-

hot Sally appears wearing a gas mask and releases a gout of flame at a target from her 

wrist-mounted flame thrower.  DEX test for half damage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RED-HOT SALLY 

HD 3; RP 2; Wrist-mounted Flamethrowers (1d10) or Whip of Subjugation (1d10+1, see 

description) 

Description: Flaming red hair, intense hate-filled eyes, and burns mar the face of Red-hot Sally.  

Her anger and glee at causing pain play across her face in a constant dance. 

Special: Wrist-mounted Flamethrowers: Blankets a cluster of targets grouped together in fire 

(Close distance).  Each target makes a DEX test for half damage.  If Sally does not move, she 

can use both flamethrowers, rolling damage with Advantage.   

 

Cloaking Device: Red-hot Sally can use this device on her action to go invisible as the spell 

(Barbarians, pg 53).  It is battery powered (UD 1d4).  After each use, roll the UD. 

 

STUPDENDOUS SCIENCE DEVICE 

Whip of Subjugation: The microphone and cord from the last heavy metal show pre-Great 

Calamity was discovered and infused with Sorcery. The cord is gnarled with small jagged barbs 

protruding from the rubber casing and the microphone now resembles a fanged screaming 

mouth.  When a target is struck by this whip, they suffer Class damage +1.  The wielder can 

forgo dealing damage, instead wrapping the whip around the target (with a successful DEX test).  

If successful, the wielder can scream into the microphone.  The target must pass a CHR test (if 

applicable) or fall on bended knee, unable to act for 1d4 rounds.  When the target rises, they will 

serve the wielder as if under the effects of the Charm spell (Barbarians, pg 51) for the next 1d4 

days (targets 2 HD or more than the wielder are immune to control). 
 


